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We show that if a generic two-person finite game is repeated infinitely many 
times then, for discount factors sufficiently near 1, there exists a Pareto-efficient 
equilibrium that is weakly renegotiation-proof in the sense of J. Farrell and E. 
Maskin (1989, “Renegotiation in Repeated Games,” Games Econ. Behav. 1,327- 
369). One corollary of this proposition is a linear algebraic result that has some 
connection with Farkas’s Lemma. 8 1989 Academic press, hc. 

In a companion paper (Farrell and Maskin, 1989), two definitions are 
offered for equilibrium strategies in an infinitely repeated game that are 
stable in the sense that the players will never agree to switch to other 
strategies during the course of play. A subgame-perfect equilibrium of the 
repeated game is said to be weakly renegotiation-proof(WRP) if, for any 
two continuation equilibria, neither Pareto-dominates the other. An equi- 
librium is strongly renegotiation-proof (SRP) if it is WRP and none of its 
continuation equilibria is Pareto-dominated by another WRP equilibrium. 
For more formal definitions, as well as for motivation and discussion of 
these concepts, the reader is referred to Farrell and Maskin. 

In general, some or all of the continuation equilibria of a WRP equilib- 
rium may be Pareto-inefficient. For example, the strategies in which the 
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players always play the same Nash equilibrium of the one-shot game 
trivially form a WRP equilibrium, but they are Pareto-dominated by the 
analogous strategies corresponding to a better one-shot Nash equilibrium. 
Since much of the literature on repeated games presumes that players will 
choose Pareto-efficient payoffs if they can, one might ask whether every 
repeated game has efficient payoffs that are consistent with the constraint 
of renegotiation, provided that players’ discount factors are close enough 
to 1. 

The answer to this question is “no.” Farrell and Maskin exhibit a game 
in which, regardless of the discount rate, the only WRP equilibrium is 
simply infinite repetition of the (unique) one-shot Nash equilibrium, and 
this Nash equilibrium is Pareto inefficient. The example, however, is 
unrobust in the sense that, if the payoffs are perturbed slightly, existence 
of a Pareto optimal WRP equilibrium is restored for discount factors 
near 1. 

In this paper we prove that such existence is generic in two-player 
games. This means that the Farrell-Maskin example and others like it are 
not representative of two-person games in general. The result is used by 
Farrell and Maskin to establish conditions under which SRP equilibria 
exist. It also enables them to characterize the SRP equilibrium payoffs for 
discount factors near 1. 

Before proving the theorem we introduce some notation (for the full 
complement of notation and definitions, see Farrell and Maskin). In the 
constituent one-shot game g, player i (i = 1, 2) has a finite set of pure 
actions Si = {s!, . . . , s y}. The one-shot payoff in g from a typical pair of 
(pure or mixed) actions (a,, al) is g(ai , a~> = (gi(ai, a~), gz(ul, ~2)) and V is 
the convex hull of the set of payoff pairs feasible in g. The proof of the 
theorem makes use of the fact (Theorem 1 in Farrell and Maskin) that a 
payoff pair (ui, u2) E V is WRP for some discount factor if either (ui , u2) 
corresponds to a Nash equilibrium of g or there exist action pairs (a!, a:) 
and (a:, a$) such that 

and 

g&d, a:> 2 u2. (4) 

A two-person n1 x n2 game can be regarded as an 2nl . n2-dimensional 
vector. We shall say that a property of such games holds generically if it 
holds for an open and dense set of 2q * nz-dimensional vectors. 
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THEOREM. In a generic two-player n1 X n2 game there exists a weakly 
renegotiation-proof equilibrium of the repeated game that is Pareto-effi- 
cient for discount factors near enough to 1. That is, for each game in an 
open and dense set there exists 6 < 1 such that for all 6 2 6 there exists a 
WRP equilibrium of the repeated game with discount factor 6 such that 
the equilibrium average payoffs lie on the Pareto frontier of V. 

Proof. Consider a two-person game g. The Pareto boundary of V 
(excluding horizontal or vertical segments except for, respectively, their 
right and upper endpoints) consists of a finite number of downward-slop- 
ing faces connected by vertices.’ Given an arbitrary point (til, fi2) on the 
Pareto boundary of V (but excluding the endpoints), we can find a positive 
affine transformation (i.e., a normalization) g of g such that, in the nor- 
malized game, this point is at the origin and all of V lies on or below the 
straight line of slope - 1 through the origin and such that if Si = aigi + yi, 
i = 1, 2, then ml + a2 = 1. For example, let (v”;, v$) be a vertex of V 
belonging to the same face of V as (171, 02) (it is always possible to choose 
such a vertex not equal to (iii, ti2)). Then define g by 21 = (l/(p + l))(g, - 
01) and g2 = (l/(/3 + l))(pg2 - @72), where /3 = (0, - v~)/(v~ - 62) > 0. 

The set of such normalizations of g can be mapped homeomorphically 
onto the interval (0, l), where points near 0 correspond to transformations 
of the game in which (0, 0) is near player 2’s best and player l’s worst 
Pareto-efficient payoff and points near 1 correspond to those in which 
(0, 0) is near player 2’s worst and player l’s best Pareto-efficient payoff. 
Continuously moving through (0, 1) is equivalent, under this homeomor- 
phism, to continuously changing the normalization so that the origin 
traces out the whole Pareto boundary, always keeping V on or below the 
line x + y = 0. Indeed, the homeomorphism can be extended to the closed 
interval [0, 11 by identifying 0 with the limit of a sequence of normaliza- 
tions that transform points closer and closer to player 2’s best Pareto- 
efficient payoff to the origin, with analogous treatment for the endpoint 1 .2 
Define the correspondence Q,: [0, l] + R as follows. @(t) is the set of 
numbers CY such that, with the normalization t, there exist mixed actions 
(al, al) such that 

(5) 

I We can assume that there are at least two such vertices, because, if there were only one, 
it would correspond to a Pareto-efficient Nash equilibrium of g, and the theorem would be 
proved. 

* We refrained from defining the homeomorphism onto the closed interval initially be- 
cause the set of normalizations (satisfying our stipulated properties) corresponding to player 
l’s best Pareto optimum is not closed (nor is that corresponding to player 2’s best Pareto 
optimum). By starting with (0, I), we include only those transformations corresponding to 0 
that are limits of transformations corresponding to points in the open interval, and this set is 
closed (so is the analogous set corresponding to 1). 
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mSax gi(s;, a2) 5 -ff (6) 

and, for some (si,, s$), 

We emphasize that, in (5)-(g), g has been normalized (according to t). 
We show that Q, is nonempty, convex-valued, and upper hemicontinuous 
and that @(l) C R+ and cP(0) c R-, where R+ and R- denote, respec- 
tively the nonnegative and nonpositive real numbers. This implies that, 
for some t E [O, I], 0 E Q(t) and (since (0, 0) is on the Pareto boundary 
when the game is normalized in the corresponding way) that the weak 
versions of inequalities (l)-(4) hold for some Pareto-efficient pair (ur , ~2). 

NONEMPTINESS OF @(t) 

With the normalization as described above, gi(s$, sJZ) + gz(s;, sJ2) I 0 
for all (si,, sJ2) with equality for at least one pair (s\*, s”;“) (and, generi- 
cally, for at most two pairs). Define a new game g as follows: 

If i # i*, j f j*, increase (if necessary) either or both of the players’ 
payoffs in such a way that they sum to zero. For example, set g,( si, ~4) = 
gi(si, ~4) and &(s$, ~4) = -gi(si, ~4). Then g is a zero-sum game and 
g(si, ~4) 2 g(s!, ~4) for all (si,, $4). Let the value of g be -(Y and let 
(al, ~2) be a pair of minimax actions. Then 

my g2b, ~4) 5 my g2ta1, d) = a 
2 2 

mSaxgl(s’l, u2) 5 max g,(s{, u2) = -(Y 
t si 

g&z,, s$*) = g&z,, SF> 2 -a 

and 

g2(s !*, u2) = gz(Sf*, u2) 2 CY. 
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CONVEXITY OF@(~) 

Let (~1, a2 E a(t), where (~1 < (~2 and take (~3 = hai + (1 - h)az for some 
h E (0, 1). Also, let af , a:, s’;, s$ be the actions that satisfy (5)-(8) for (Y~ 
and let the corresponding actions for a2 be a:, a$, st , s’;. Then 

Therefore (~3 E a(t). 

UPPERHEMICONTINUITY OF @ 

Let {tq} and {a”} be sequences such that tq + to, & E GV), and 
& ---, a”, and let uf, a;, st , s-$ be actions that satisfy (5)-(8) for a!q, 
given the normalization tq. The sequence {uf, qi, s’q, sjq} has a con- 
vergent subsequence; call its limit a:, a!, s’f, s$‘. By continuity 
these actions must satisfy (5)-(8) for (YO, with normalization to. Hence 
(YO E @(to) and Q, is upper hemicontinuous. 

Consider the normalization corresponding to t = 0. In that case 

Therefore, if (Y E a(O), (Y 5 0 by (8). Similarly, if t = 1, 

so, if (Y E cP(l), (Y B 0 by (7). This concludes the demonstration that, for 
some Pareto-efficient payoff pair (~1, uz), (l)-(4) hold weakly. 

The remainder of the proof is concerned with showing that, generically, 
either there exists a Pareto-efficient Nash equilibrium or else (1) and (2) 
can be made to hold strictly, as required. Let to be a normalization such 
that 0 E @(to). Suppose first that @(to) is a singleton. Then every zero- 
sum game 2 obtained from g (with normalization to) by transformations of 
the type described above has value zero. Let (s{*, sj;“) be a pure action 
pair such that (given this normalization) gt( s i*, sj;“) + g2( s F, s’;“) = 0 and 
g2td*, s’;“) 2 0 (such a pair exists because the boundary of V* passes 
through the origin). If there is a second pure action pair with correspond- 
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ing payoffs that sum to zero denote this by (s{**, SF*); clearly we can 
assume that g2( s!“” , s 4 J** ) - < 0 (again, because the boundary of V* passes 
through the origin). Consider the zero-sum game 2 in which g,(s{ , sj,) = 
gi(sl, 84) unless i = i*, in which case &(s{, s{) = g2(s{, s<), and let (al, 
a2) be minimax actions for S. Note that, generically, the transformation 
from g to S produces a strict increase in player 2’s payoffs except when 
player 1 plays si* or when the two players jointly play (si**, sj2**) (since, 
generically, there are not more than two pure action pairs whose payoffs 
sum to zero). Now, gl(al, sj;“) = &(ai, $9) 2 0, and so (3) holds for (a!, 
a:) = (al, sj;“) and (~1, ~2) = (0,O). Moreover, if a, puts nonzero probabil- 
ity weight on actions other than s!* and sf**, then 

and so (1) indeed holds strictly. 
If at puts all weight on sf* and s{** the strict inequality might not hold; 

we distinguish among three possible cases and consider them in turn. 

(9 a1 = sf”. Then, since, by assumption, g2( s\*, s$*) 2 0 and since 
the value of8 is zero, g2(si*, SF) = g,(s{*, sj2*) = 0 and, for all s,‘,, gZ(s{*, 
s$) = &(s\*, sJ2) 5 0. Generically, therefore, u2 = s’;” and (si*, s$*) is then 
a Pareto-efficient Nash equilibrium of g (since gi(si*, SF) = gr(si*, sy), 
which proves the theorem. 

(ii) a] = s;** f si*. 
then gz(s?*, s{) < &(si**, 

Let s$ solve max,: g2(ul, sj,). If sj20 f SF*, 
s$) I 0, and so (1) holds if we take ai = s;**. 

Assume therefore that s$ = sq*. Now g2(si**, SF*) < 0 again implies 
that (1) holds. Thus suppose that gz(si**, $*) = 0. Then, 
gdd**, sj2**) = 0 (since the payoffs for (s{**, sj;“*) sum to zero) and 
so, generically, gi(si**, sj,) # 0 for all j # j**. Hence, because 
gds!““, a~> = 0 (since &(a~, ~2) = 0, and &(s’, sj) = gt(s’, sj) if i # i*), 
we must have u2 = sJ2**. But then (si**, sq*) is a Pareto-efficient Nash 
equilibrium, completing the proof. 

(iii) a1 = As!** + (1 - h)sf** for some A E (0, 1). Again, let ST be a 
best response to al in g. As in (ii) we are done ifjo # j**. Hence assume 
thatjo =j**. If 4 = sj2** then gt(si*, sj;“*) = gi(s{**, sj;**) = 0; there- 
fore, g(s’l*, sj2**) = g(s$*T, s$**) = (0, 0) and hence (since gz(si*, s<) = 
&?2(sil*, sj,) and gz(s{**, sJ2**) = &(s?*~ sJ;“*)), g2(sF, sJ;“*) = g2(sy*, 
si;F*) = 0, which is nongenetic. If u2 # s 2 J** then there exists a pure action 
not equal to s ‘;“* that is a best response to al in 2. We claim that we can 
assume that this pure action is s’;“. To see why, consider the following 
argument. 

Perturb 2 to obtain a new zero-sum game g’ by slightly reducing player 
2’s payoffs (and increasing player I’s payoffs) unless sj2 = sJ2** or sJ2 = sj2* 
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or s{ = si*. This can be done in such a way that g;( si, sj,) > g~( si, $4) 
unless si = si* or (si, sj,) = (sp”, s’;“*). Since by assumption, (0) = 
@(to), the value of g’ is zero. Let (a;, a;) be minimax actions for g’. If a; 
puts positive probability on an action other than si* or s i**, we are done 
from the above argument. Similarly, if a; = s{* we are done. Assume 
therefore that a; = ys;* + (1 - Y)s?* for some y E [O, 1). If there is a best 
response to a; in g that is not sp*, we are done, as above. Thus suppose 
that sj2** is the unique best response to a;. If gz(u;, sjz+*) < 0, then the 
proof is complete. Hence (since g2 = g; at (s;*, sj2**) and (SF*, sj,**)) we 
can assume ygz(s{*, sj;“*) + (1 - y)g2(s’,**, s’;“*) = yg;(s;*, SF*) + 
(1 - Y)g;tsl**, sJ2**) = 0. Also, by definition of g’, hg;(s{*, sj;“*) + 

i** (1 - AMSI ) sp*) = h&(&Y;*, s-y*) + (1 - A)g*(sl**sj;“*) = 0 

(since the value of g is zero and s-$** is a best response to al in 2). 
Hence since, generically, the value of g2 is different at (s{*, s’;**) and 
(s;**, s$**), y = A and so a; = al. Now, a best response to al in g’ 
must yield player 2 a payoff of zero. But the effect of the perturbation 
from g to g’ is to reduce 2’s payoff against al from all pure actions other 
than ujz* and a?*. Hence, such actions must earn a payoff less than 0 in 
g’ (since they earn at most 0 in 2). We conclude that the only possible 
pure-action best responses to al in g’ are aj,* and ajz**. Replacing g by g’ 
thus establishes our claim of the preceding paragraph. 

Because sj;” is a best response to al in g, we have 

A&(?,*, s’,*) + (1 - A)g2(s;**, s’;“) = 0 (9) 

and therefore, since &(si*, sj;“) = gz(s’l*, sj;“) 2 0, &(si**, sj;“) I 0. But 
g is zero-sum, so gl(si**, s’;“) 2 0 and by assumption &(s\** ) sj;“*> 2 0. 
Now d,** gives player 1 a payoff of zero against u2, which is a mixture of 
sp* and sj* 2 , putting positive probability on s’;“. Therefore g( s I**, sj;) = 
(0, O), and so, from (9), g(si*, 
d?*, 

s-I;*) = (0,O). This means that gi(s{*, sj;“) = 
s’;“) = 0, which is nongeneric. 

We have shown that, if a(?,,) is a singleton, then, generically, either (1) 
and (3) hold or there exists a Pareto-efficient Nash equilibrium of g. 

If @(to) is not a singleton, it must be a nondegenerate, closed interval 
from the convexity and upper hemicontinuity of Cp. If 0 E int @(to) then, 
for some E > 0 there exist Gl, Zz, Si, F{ such that 

rn$ax gz(Zl, sl) 5 --E < 0 
* 

m$ax gl(s;, Z2) 5 --E < 0 
I 

gl(al, $4) 2 & > 0 

gz(S\ ) 52) 2 & > 0, 
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setting (Y equal to E and -E in turn in (5)-(8). Therefore (5) and (6) hold 
strictly. Suppose, finally, that 0 is an endpoint of the interval @(to). With- 
out loss of generality, take it to be the left endpoint. If to = 0 then 
g2(s!, sj,) I 0 for all (sf , s$), and so @(to) must be a singleton after all. 
Thus we may assume that to > 0. If, given normalization to, the first vertex 
of V to the “northwest” of the origin (which must exist since 10 > 0) lies 
below the line x + y = 0, choose the maximum t’ < to such that, with this 
normalization, the vertex lies on the line x + y = 0. Since the games 
corresponding to the interval [t’, to) are all “rotations” of one another 
(i.e., they differ only in the scale of players’ payoffs), 0 E @(to) implies 
that 0 E @(t) for all t E [t’, to]. Also, by upper hemicontinuity and 
convex-valuedness of a,, either (i) 0 E int @(t) for some t E [t’, to]; or (ii) 
Q(t) is a singleton for some t E [t’, to]; or (iii) 0 is the left endpoint of 
@(t’>. In cases (i) and (ii) the theorem is proved. Assume therefore that 
(iii) holds and let g’ be the normalization corresponding to t’. Because, 
given this normalization, the first vertex of V to the northwest of the 
origin lies on the line x + y = 0, we can choose E > 0 such that the 
transformed game g”, where g’,’ = g; + E and gi = g; - 8 lie in the set of 
admissable normalizations. Then, if t” is the point corresponding ho- 
meomorphically to g”, we have @(t”) = {a - E]LY E a(t)} since any actions 
that satisfy (5)-(8) for cx with the game g will satisfy (5)-(8) for (Y - E with 
the game g”. Therefore if 0 is the left endpoint of @(t’), 0 E int @(t”) for 
some E small enough. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 

Q.E.D. 

If we take g to be a symmetric game, the theorem has the following 
linear algebraic corollary. (RF is the set of n-vectors with nonnegative 
elements not all of which are zero.) 

COROLLARY. Consider an II x n matrix A = (au) such that, for all i 
and j, aG + aji 5 0, with equality for some choice of indices. There exist 
x, y E R: such that 

xTAy 10 (10) 

and 

Ax 5 0, (11) 

where xT denotes the transpose of x. 

Proof. Let A and AT be the payoff matrices for players 1 and 2, respec- 
tively, in a symmetric, two-person game. From symmetry and our nor- 
malization, the proof of the theorem implies that for (u, , u2) = (0, 0) there 
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exists (a:, a:) satisfying (1) and (3) with weak inequalities. But if we take 
x = a: and y = a$, (1) becomes (11) and (3) becomes (10). Q.E.D. 

Although this result bears some resemblance to well-known linear alge- 
braic propositions (e.g., Farkas’s Lemma), it does not appear to be in the 
literature already. Moreover, it does not seem to follow directly from 
standard results. 
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